Large impacts on Ceres could be recorded as the rocky core surface uplifts

**Introduction:** Recent robotic space mission to the second largest asteroid Vesta (DAWN [1]) delivered a lot of new observational data including images and gravity anomaly measurements. These data create the new database for planetological analysis including the re-iteration of previously elaborated models. A set of studies use these data to compare with numerical models to understand the specific of the impact cratering processes on Vesta and to support the data interpretation (e.g. [2, 3, 4]). The DAWN to the first largest asteroid Ceres promises us the new data..

The presentation describes the specifics of the impact modeling for Ceres and displays preliminary results. The most unexpected result is the formation of impact central mound at the rocky core surface for Rheasilvia/Veneneia scale impacts on Ceres. The rocky mounds could survive even after total relaxation of the initial crater in ice. Gravity footprints of giant impact could be found with the DAWN gravity mapping of Ceres.

**Ceres as a target:** The preliminary model of the Ceres interiors are based on the astronomical data and geochemical modeling [5, 6, 7]. Temperature at the center may be estimated in the vicinity of ~400 K with the gradual decay to the surface. The ice cover (“crust”) of ~100 km is possible [5]. The unknown additions to the ice may control the presence or absence of a thin liquid layer (“mantle”) near the surface to the silicate core. The core may be also layered due to presence of hydrated minerals in the outer rocky shell [7] – details are highly depending on the fracture state of the core and its permeability [7]. Before the better models are available we use the simplest model close in spirit to published results [5, 6, 7]: the water ice crust above a silicate core. With this simplest approximation we use available equations of state (EOS) for H2O [8] and granite (as a proxy for a rocky material with the density of 2700 kg m⁻³). Both EOS’es are tested previously [9, 10]. The acoustic fluidization model with parameters for the previous Rheasilvia modeling on Vesta [2] is used. We assume that impacts of projectiles 30 to 40 km in diameter were as frequent on Ceres like on Vesta, and 2 to 4 (or so) large impacts could occur during Ceres’es geologic history.

**Preliminary results:** We model vertical impacts of rocky (same as the core material) projectiles with diameters from ~28 km to ~80 km at the ice shell ~100 km thick. The impact velocity of 4.5 km s⁻¹ is assumed to be close to the average impact velocity for Ceres at the current position in the main belt [11].

Selected frames illustrate the impact cratering for D_{proj} = 32 km (Fig. 1). The final modeled time moments for the largest (D_{proj}=80 km) and the smallest (D_{proj}=20 km) is shown in Fig. 2. The central mound formation is observed for all modeled variants with D_{proj} > 30 km.

The shock wave is not a strong one here (~15 GPa and below). However the reflection at the ice/rock boundary results in the secondary compression of ice in the reflected wave. The shock wave decay in the silicate core starts from the same pressure level and decays below 1 GPa at the depth of ~300 km below surface. Hence the direct shock heating of rocks is minor. However the shock stresses are above the strength level (cohesion plus dry friction) and some frictional heating here is also available (Fig. 3).

**Conclusions:** The 2D numerical impact modeling for Ceres (assuming 100 km ice shell) predicts the central mound formation for vertical impacts of projectiles same as formed the largest impacts on Vesta. We propose that even after total relaxation of a crater in ice, central uplifts for large enough impacts may survive at the rocky core surface. These uplifts (up to 40 km high and ~300 km in diameter – Fig. 4) may be found with the upcoming DAWN gravity mapping of Ceres.
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